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|| Editorial || Israel: Palestine: World Humanity: Stop Fighting and Killing: 

Stop Following Pseudo-Reasoning: No Power Had Ever Been Able to Enforce 

Peace Since the Dawn of Time Because Peace Is the Outcome of Righteousness 

of Reason: Stop the Slaughter NOW and Strive For Peace For Blessed Are the 

Peace-Makers || 

 

|| Friday: October 27: 2023 || ά. Imagine, dear Reader, that this Universe, the Mother Universana, 

is the Mammothcrosm of the seismic dot of this Mother Earth, who is the nanocrosm of that 

Mammothcrosm, with whom the miniscule super-nano-dot, the Moon, is attached and she is The 

Mother of Existence and Life on this Temporal Universe, that appears and disappears at the same 

time eternally. She is no Christian, no Jew, no Muslim, no Buddhist, no Jain, no Rasta, no Deist, no 

Atheist. No adjective ought to be added before her mighty name for she has already got the highest, 
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infinite name: The Mother. And we begin this Editorial with the Mother of the Editor-In-Chief of 

this Publication, of this Mother Universana, had told him this story when he was learning to stand 

and walk, learn and grow: This is the story his great Philosopher of a Mother told him once:  

 

Once upon a time, there was a Young Man. He was one of the poorest of the poor of the rich 

Kingdom of the Glorious, where the most beautiful, most intelligent and most rich Princess Humana 

lived in high honour in high riches, whom the whole Kingdom’s young men loved and sought to 

woe. Among them was this Poor Young Man. Suppose he had name, Mad. So, like every other 

young men of the Kingdom, Mad was in love with Humana and, unlike the any other of his 

competitors, he was absolutely mad about her and he lived and died in each of his breath for The 

Princess. 

 

His mother kept trying to reason with him by saying that he was the poorest of the poor and this 

fact alone stood on his path as the mightiest of barriers for him to, ever, even, get closer to The 

Princess, let alone, marrying her and that, therefore, he should forget about her and get on with his 

poor little life. His Mother’s words, you can imagine, dear Reader, had not gone anywhere his 

awareness and he kept going on madly loving this Princess and tried to reach her. 

 

Eventually, he did manage to get to her and speak to her by some miraculous means and he 

proposed to her to marry him.  

 

The Princess was annoyed but diplomatic and thought to send him away in a way so that he would 

never find a way to come back to her again. She told him that she would marry him on the condition 

that he should get the heart of his Mother as proof that he, really, truly and madly, loved her. And 

with that she had sent him away. He was terribly happy that the Princess Humana had agreed to 

marry him. It did not occur to him as to what terrible condition she had attached to that agreement! 

 

He went home happily and did not even think anything of the heart of his Mother. When he was 

home his Mother asked him about his meeting with the Princess and he told her all about it in 

terrible excitements. And, finally, he came to the point to say that he had a little predicament 

standing against him marrying the Princess. 

  

Tell me what it is.. She said. 

She wants me to prove that I love her really, truly and madly? 

And did she suggest any way by which you can prove that? 

She did. 

What is it? 

He hesitated a little and then answered: She said, I had to take your heart to her. 

My heart? And that will prove to her that you loved her really, truly and madly? 
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Yes. 

And you love her that much that you would take my hear to her? And you love her that much: 

really, truly and madly? 

Yes. 

And it will make you happy were you to succeed in marrying her? 

Yes. 

 

Then the Mother went inside and got herself a large, sharp knife and came outside. She cut her heart 

out and gave it to her son.  

  

The mad young man then started running to the Royal Palace with his Mother’s cut out, still 

blooding heart. 

 

As he ran as madly as he possibly could he hit some rock and stumbled over and fell on it and his 

head split open. 

 

And his Mother’s Heart fell out of his hand and landed somewhere nearby. And as he lay bleeding 

and dying and screaming in agony, he heard his Mother’s voice coming to him from her still 

bleeding Heart: Are you alright My Little Boy! 

 

This Mother, of the Mother Universana, told him: That is Mother’s Love, My Child. That same 

Mother taught him this: Remember, every task has its mechanism: the task, that needs to be done 

by its mechanism should not be done by force. 

 

Peace is such a task: follow its mechanism and you shall reach peace.  

 

And, now, dear Reader: here now, imagine back, that Mother Earth, the nanocrosm of the Mother 

Universana, the Mammothcrosm. And hear what she is saying, screaming out today as to the 

slaughters, that have been going on between Israeli side and the Palestinian side since October 07, 

2023! Not counting the-more-than-half-a-century of ever-going hostilities and their casualties! 

 

And, were we to follow the story, what are the hearts of the parents, particularly, mothers, 

regardless of what side of the borders they are from, are going through, whose babies, whose 

infants, whose children, have been robbed of life and whose children have been kidnapped and 

taken away? And, those, whose children have been kidnapped, still can and do keep their hopes 

alive, their desperate hope alive, that they would not suffer any harm and that they would be 

returned home safely. But those, whose children have been murdered: they do not, even, have any 

such hope but an ever-going despair and agony of the ever-going, ever-burning bereavement and 

suffering!  
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Were people to go these mothers or the fathers and tell them that they could get their slaughtered 

children back or their kidnapped heartlings safely back home, were they to be willing to cut their 

hearts out and give them for their return! Would they find any single mother, any single father, 

regardless of where on the Mother Earth they are, who would hesitate to cut their hearts out! Would 

the Israeli Mothers hesitate? Would the Palestinian Mother hesitate? Would you, could you find one 

single Mother on this Earth, who would hesitate!  

 

It does not matter in the least, who slaughtered, by what means or how, before each set of parents, 

whose child has been killed, this is the fact before them: their child is dead, is no longer here and 

nothing can ever bring that child back to life, whose life had been cut short by brutal violence, that 

is against natural justice. This child is dead and nothing can bring that child back to life. It does not 

matter whether Israel goes into Gaza strip and kills 100,000 or whether Hamas goes into Israel and 

does the same. Nothing shall ever be ablet to get a single dead, murdered child or murdered human 

being, back to life: not in Israel, not in Gaza, not anywhere. And this is an ‘infinite punishment’ to 

the parents, who have got their loved ones slaughtered or kidnapped by brutal forces. It does not 

matter who has done the slaughter or how. 

 

This statement ought to focus humanity to see the pseudo-reasoning the parties follow: whether it 

is Israel or Hamas or any other party. That once a breach of natural justice occurs it produces the 

opposite of peace, opposite of reason. And this breach can not ever be restored unless natural justice 

is restored: naturale justice is for a child to be born and it is loved, cared for, protected and kept safe 

and enabled, fostered and nurtured to become and grow into being a human being and she:he 

should live inside the rule of law and in natural justice and that she:he should come to die as 

naturally as she:he was born. You break that and you break natural justice and there is no short cut 

to going back to natural justice but to get back to ‘undoing’, what caused the breach so that ‘the 

connection’ to natural justice is ‘restored’. 

 

Israel and the Palestinians both have broken away from natural justice from the beginning and they 

have been fighting and killing and slaughtering ‘the others’ for over more than half a century; have 

they not learnt anything over the last more than half a century that they could not seek and achieve 

peace through violence, through conflicts, through wars and through hatred? 

 

Israel has not been able to succeed in getting security, safety, well-being and peace for itself and for 

its citizens in that time, regardless of how many wars it had fought, how many countless 

Palestinians and others it had killed. Like them the Palestinians had failed equally to get to a State 

of Palestine through these violent routes of perpetual wars, conflicts and ever-going hatred and 

regardless of how many countless Israelis they had killed. 
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If, the righteous of the world, imagine a field, divided by a flaming fire and on each side of that fire 

line are placed all the dead in these ever-going wars and conflicts between the Israelis and the 

Palestinians: the Israelis on one side: and the Palestinians on the other side, one can see an utter, 

absolute and despairing demonstration of unrighteousness, that had produced this harrowing scene 

of countless death and destruction, produced by hatred, violence and brutality and the 

abandonment of reason. Those leaders on all sides, who keep repeating the same taughtology: that 

keep giving the same pseudo-reason: we did it because they had done it and the same from the 

other side: we did it because they had done it! But this ‘it’ is killing human beings and ‘they’ is the 

human being as plurality! What kind of reasoning is this that says: killing human beings is 

something a human being must do because others have done it! And now look at this Killing Field 

and visualise the dead and that flaming fire, that rages away as more corpses are added on both 

sides and as the world finds it fit to take sides and throw petrol on the raging fire of hatred. Israel 

was burning through the brutal slaughters and kidnapping of hundreds of the innocents and now 

it is burning Gaza and the Palestinians in rage of revenge and slaughter and the world is taking 

sides and all people can hear is nothing but regurgitating taughtologies and pseudo-reasoning! Are 

the Israelis not humanity? Are the Palestinians not humanity? Why should they keep on killing each 

other? Have the world and world humanity have gone insane, that they have no reason left in them, 

who would stand up and demand the end of slaughter and beginning of a mechanism, to lead these 

two ever-going enemies to stop and take a breath and get onto a long but absolutely sure path 

towards peace, towards natural justice?  

 

This is an absolutely established fact: the Israelis and the Palestinians both have failed absolutely to 

show the world that they have succeeded in achieving peace, safety and security over more than 

half a century. Were these two sides to behave like scientists at laboratories across the earth, they 

would absolutely see the clear, transparent and self-evident presence of The Endless Body of 

Evidence against hatred, wars, conflicts and slaughter and decide that the evidence establishes this 

Law that abandoning hatred, conflicts, wars and hostility is the path to peace. If, they do not do 

that, that means this: that they are ignoring the evidence because they are following pseudo-

reasoning: which does not accept evidence, does not accept reason because it has fallen onto and 

become victim of the grasp of the illusion of might. The distance between may and might is the 

difference between righteousness and monstrosity.    

 

Therefore: we invite the world to stop taking sides and stop putting petrol to the fire of these wars, 

conflicts, hatred, violence and hostility between these ever-warring parties: and give them a choice: 

we can not stop you fighting and slaughtering each other but we can tell you this: you keep at this 

and you keep at the eternal path of eternal slaughter and destruction of both you parties: except, 

you shall not ever achieve peace till the end of time. Because no one can make 02+02=10, till the end 

of time! And the world, the world humanity ought to stand on this side away, away from both Israel 

and the Palestinians, with this invite to the both sides: to come over: towards peace. We are not with 
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either of you but here: in peace with natural justice. You abandon pseudo-reasoning and choose the 

path of peace and move over to here with us. This means the world must, at the same time, stop 

adding petrol to the fire: stop taking sides.  

 

Even, a little bird house, does not just appear; it must be constructed and it requires resolute, 

continuous and determined work! Israel must come to the Jerusalem Table of Peace: the Palestinians 

must come to the Jerusalem Table of Peace and they both must leave their arsenal at their respective 

stores and bring a Jerusalem Rose of Choice, a rose of choice, commitment and resolute 

determination to peace, to natural justice. What these both parties are doing are wrong and what 

the world, divided into opposing camps, supporting one side and opposing the other side, is, even, 

more wrong. No one can seek peace and natural justice by unrighteous means. Whoever is using 

might to get to righteousness is already lost to begin with and they shall never reach home to 

righteousness. Peace is the garden of righteousness because it blooms through the circuit of reason.  

 

One always must seek peace and natural justice without blood on their hands. The wronged must 

not wrong to correct the wrong because by committing wrong one moves farther away from the 

right path to reach righteousness: they must seek that path, that enables them to undo the wrong 

done so that one gets to the point where no wrong occurred or would occur. That is the path to 

peace, to natural justice. Reason is that path: might, violence and hatred are the absolute opposite 

of that path.    

 

And they must commit to ‘build their own tree house of peace’ together: by resolute, continuous 

and determined and ever-going work and in the process, they must, both and together, create a 

mechanism of Restoration of Natural Justice by Truth, Reconciliation and Psychological Cleansing 

of Their National Psyche: off the hatred, off the loathing, off the slaughter and of the destruction 

and Learn to Never to Forget and Ever to Forgive and there they build a new Tree House of Peace 

for both the Israelis and the Palestinians: A State of Israel: established, accepted, safe and secure and 

respected and a State of Palestine: established, accepted, safe, secure and respected: as, if, two sets 

of neighbouring humanionhoods joined hands together to build a house for each: for both and that 

is the path to natural justice or peace.  

 

Until this is done: the entire forces of all fragments of the Palestinian people and all the forces of the 

world united together with them can not EVER destroy the State of Israel by their might and until 

this is done, the entire State of Israel and the whole world’s forces uniting behind it can NEVER 

destroy the Palestinian people but they shall FOREVER be killing each other for perpetuity and 

SHALL NEVER reach peace.  

 

But ‘’Blessed are the peace-makers.’’ Therefore, we call on Isarael and all across the Palestinian 

voices and the world: Israel: Palestine: World Humanity: Stop Fighting and Killing: Stop Following 
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Pseudo-Reasoning: No Power Had Ever Been Able to Enforce Peace Since the Dawn of Time 

Because Peace Is the Outcome of Righteousness of Reason: Stop the Slaughter NOW and Strive for 

Peace For Blessed Are the Peace-Makers  ::::ω:::: 

 

 
Caption: This composite image has been created from the Peres Centre for Peace, that works with 

both the Israelis and the Palestinians to bring two peoples together for peace: peres-center.org  

|| Readmore at thehumanion.com ||   reginehumanicsfoundation.com || 271023 || 
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Humanics: All-For-One-One-For-All 

 

|| Selfishness Is the Most Definitive Way to, Absolutely, Harm One’s Very Own Self, As Well As, 

Everyone and Everything Else: In Other Words, Selfishness Is Nothing But Absolute, Complete and 

Comprehensive Absence of Questioning or Thoughtfulness or Consideration, Which Makes Us 

Think and That, Thus, Enables Us to Reach the Rational Base and Foundation in Life and in 

Existence: This Means That Selfishness, Actually, Is a Terminal Enemy of the Agency of the Human 

Mind, Which It Keeps on Tearing Away and Apart by Being Devoid of Questioning and 

Thoughtfulness Because the Very Agency of the Human Mind Is a ‘Structure’, Created by the 

Architectonics of the Architecture of Human Rationality, Which Requires a Human Agency of the 

Human Mind to Put It to Use by Thinking, Questioning, Consideration, Analysing, Learning and 

Developing, All of Which Selfishness Terminates: Humanics: Humanics: All-For-One-One-For-All 

|| 

The Image Caption: The Heart:  Shortlisted In The BHF Reflections Of Research Competition 2016: Image: 

Simone Rivolo 
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|| Humanics: Humanity Naturale: An Infinity Unfolding Itself|| 
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 The Humanics Elleesium Declaration 2019: The Humanicsxian Manifesto: Munayem Mayenin: 

ISBN: 978-0-244-76474-6: Published: April 06: 2019: The Manifesto can be read at 

https://thehumanion.com/TheHumanicsElleesiumDeclaration2019TheHumanicsxianManifesto.

htm ::: The Humanics Elleesium Declaration 2019: The Humanicsxian Manifesto: Munayem 

Mayenin: ISBN: 978-0-244-76474-6: Published: April 06: 2019 

https://thehumanion.com/TheHumanicsElleesiumDeclaration2019TheHumanicsxianManifesto.

htm ::: 

For more on Humanics As a School of Philosophy, please, visit 

https://reginehumanicsfoundation.com 

|| The Larin Paraske Maxim Or Oath: To Do No Harm to Anyone Or Anything || 

 

https://thehumanion.com/PDFs/TheLarinParaskeMaximOrOathMunayemMayeninPublishedMarch13-

2020.pdf 
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Humanicsxian Economics 
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Humanicsxian Economics in Two Phases of Humanics 

Pre-Humanical Phase: Kapitalawnomics 
Pre-Humanical Phase: Kapitalawnomics: Capitalism Is Brought Under the Sovereignty of the 

People and Re-architectured to Serve the People Under the Power and Prowess of the Rule of 

Law at All Times and Used to Develop Everything Towards Humanical Societies || At This 

Phase These Shall Become Reality: Right to Universal Natural Air || Right to Universal Natural 

Environment || Right to Universal Degree-Level Education || Right to Universal Balanced and 

Nutritional Food and Drink || Right to Universal Employment  || Right to Universal Income 

|| Right to Universal Home || Right to Universal Health || Right to Universal Social Care || 

For All Humanity Across the Earth Equate to Building-Block Foundational Human Rights: And 

the Entire Humanity Joining Together As All Individuals In a Humanion, Forming the First All-

Humanity Sovereignty-Naturale Habitat-Body on Earth and on This Universe as the First Ever 

International and Universal All-Humanity State and Government for the Whole World as One 

Body With Its Legislature Executive Judiciary Financial-Judiciary Rule of Law Civic Service 

Compact and Its Own Central Bank and Its Own Currency That Is the New International 

Currency || This Phase Is Done Through and by Working Humanity Organising As Political 

Forces and Parties. 
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Humanical Phase 

Human Enterprise: Ownership Money and Their Powers and Prowess Are Eliminated and 

Replaced by Belongingship Whereby Humanity Reach Liberty and Equality and All Human 

Economics Endeavours Are Organised and Run Under Human Enterprise and the Whole Public 

Affairs Management Is Run and Conducted by Humanicsovics Whereby All Individual 

Humanity Work Together As Organised People Parliaments As Their Own High-

Representatives: This Is Humanicsovics || This Is What the World’s Working and Non-Working 

Humanity on Poverty-Wage on Punishment-Social-Security on Destitution-Abandonment-No-

Security and the Powerless and Homeless Humanity Must Rise to Fight For and Reject All 

Plastering Tinker-Works by Any Political Forces: This Is Why It Is Time to Rise As One and 

Unite and Organise to Begin Again: Where Are the Younger Generations: Because If We 

Humanity Have Any Future It Is In Your Hands Hearts Minds Souls Eyes and Vision: Believe: 

Humanity Naturale Is an Infinity Unfolding Itself and In Being and Doing Such Humanity 

Naturale We All Exist by the High-Humanical Maxim: All-For-One and One-For-All and With 

This Humanical Societies Appear All Across the Earth and They All Form a Grid of a Humanical 

Civilisation, Led and Run by All Humanity Working Together at the Highest of All Bodies: The 

International and Universal State and Government of the Entire Humanion || 

What Are Building-Block Foundational Human Rights 

 

Ask Your Political Leaders About Building-Block Foundational Human Rights and Ask 

Them About Humanics 

The Building-Block Foundational Human Rights 

A: Absolute Right to Live in Clean, Healthy, Safe and Natural Environment 

B: Absolute Right to Breathe Natural, Fresh, Clean and Safe Air 

C: Absolute Right to Necessary Nutritional Balanced Food and Drink 

D: Absolute Right to Free Medical Care at the Point of Need 

E: Absolute Right to an Absolute Home 
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F: Absolute Right to Free Degree-Level Education and Life Long Learning 

G: Absolute Right to Guaranteed Social Care 

H: Absolute Right to a Universal Income 

I: Absolute Right to a Job 

J: Absolute Right to Dignified Civic and Human Funeral Paid Through by Universal Income 

 

 

|| Elleesium Group of Publications || 
 

|| Support Regine Humanics Foundation Ltd || 

 

Regine Humanics Foundation Ltd Publishes The Humanion, The Ellaarch Humanion, The 

Humanion Portable, The Humanicsxian, among doing other things: We do not and shall not accept 

fundings or contributions from any type, form, manner and layer of Governments of national, 

international, supra-national or any other type or bodies formed by them nor from rich individuals 

or bodies or agencies of any kind. This, to us, is as a matter of absolute philosophic principle to 

ensure our resolute and complete independence. The ways, in which, we invite support from the 

readers, members of the public and all other individuals and agencies and businesses of any kind, 

are: a: Voluntary Subscription Payments: b: Voluntary Contributions: c: The Minimal and Symbolic 

Membership Fees: d: Buying a Copy of The Long Walk to Humanics: e: Contributing to Our Events: 

f: Subscribing to Our Publications and g: Advertisement in Elleesium Group of Publications. 

You make a conscious, wilful and philosophic choice to Support Elleesium Group of Publications 

and The Foundation. If, you do: thank you: If, you do not, thank you, too, for reading The 

Humanion, The Humanicsxian and The Humanion Portable.  The world has, apparently, accepted 

that Capitalism is the High Pinnacle of All Systems and, some still dream that Marxism will rescue 

humanity from this Killing Mechanism Capitalism, we refuse to subscribe to that. Humanics is the 

Post-Marxist and Post-Capitalistic World View of What Humanity can be and what it can do and 

how infinitely better a human condition can be created in a Humanical Society, by eradicating 

ownership and money and by establishing belongingship in human enterprise, setting all humans 

at liberty and equality under the rule of law in natural justice with a direct form of democracy, 

humanics calls it, Humanicsovics, in which, each human soul is her:his own High Representative. 

In this, Humanics is the Minority Vision and we do not and can not expect millions and billions of 

people supporting our vision today but We Whole-Heartedly Believe That ONE DAY This 

Humanity Shall BE ALL HUMANICAL: By When: We Know Not But This: That Being a Monstrous 
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Killing Mechanism Capitalism IS Unsustainable: The World Shall Change One Day and Every 

Change Begins with an Idea, with a Vision:  

We invite you to Envision the Vision and Philosophy of Humanics and Support The Humanion, 

The Humanion Portable and The Foundation to Keep Taking Forward the Vision and Philosophy 

of Humanics, to Keep on Challenging Capitalism’s Poverty Paradigm, for an Infinitely Better 

Humanity in an Infinitely Better Human Condition for All Humanity Across Mother Earth. Thank 

You. 
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|| The Humanion || 
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